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ABSTRACT: The fraction of edge- and corner-sharing tetrahedra in liquid ZnCl2 is
quantified as a function of temperature using Raman spectroscopy and ab initio
molecular dynamic simulations. Two distinct regimes are found in the temperature
dependence of the change in these structural units. This behavior is consistent with the
existence of a fragile-to-strong transition in liquid ZnCl2 as suggested by calorimetric and
viscosity measurements. The structural origin of this transition is rationalized in terms of
a constraint counting formalism. It is suggested that the ratio of edge- to corner-sharing
tetrahedra controls the configurational entropy and in turn the viscosity of the melt. The
temperature dependence of this ratio above the melting point is also found to be
qualitatively consistent with neutron diffraction data. The observation of a similar fragile-
to-strong transition in the isostructural GeSe2 melt indicates that it may be a common
feature of tetrahedral liquids.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ionic melts based on ZnCl2 have recently met renewed
technological interest because of their potentials as heat-
transfer fluids for concentrated solar power plants.1−3 In that
respect, viscosity is a critical property because these heat-
transfer fluids must be pumped through an extensive network
of pipes and heat exchangers. A deeper understanding of the
factors that control the viscosity of ZnCl2 melts is therefore of
much technological importance.
On a fundamental level, ZnCl2 is of interest because of its

ability to bypass crystallization upon rapid cooling, thereby
forming a supercooled liquid and eventually solidifying into a
glass. Indeed, ZnCl2 constitutes a rare prototype of ionic
network glass and has been extensively investigated over the
years both experimentally4−14 and theoretically.15−21 It is
broadly accepted that the melt structure is composed of ZnCl4
tetrahedral building blocks in a way similar to that in
silica.4−6,15−17 The liquid viscosity and its evolution with
temperature are then determined by the way these building
blocks interconnect. The transport properties of ZnCl2 melts
were first described using the “bond lattice” model of Angell
and Rao,21 where an increasing population of nonbridging
chlorine atoms is created with increasing temperature. The
probability of a mass transport event is then exponentially
related to the fraction of broken bridges because of the
increment in lattice entropy induced by each elementary
excitation. The resulting viscosity−temperature dependence
was shown to follow the conventional Vogel−Fulcher−
Tammann form.21 However, although broken chlorine bridges
should undoubtedly contribute to a change in liquid dynamics,

recent neutron diffraction5 and Raman spectroscopy6 studies
on high-temperature melts suggest that the fraction of these
broken bridges is minimal and would be too small to account
for the large decrease in viscosity with temperature. Indeed,
ZnCl2 is considered to be an intermediate liquid on the Angell
fragility scale22 with a pronounced non-Arrhenius viscosity−
temperature dependence.11−14

The objective of this work is therefore to reinvestigate the
structural origin of dynamic flow in ZnCl2 in view of recent
spectroscopic observations that reveal the formation of
increasing fractions of edge-sharing tetrahedra at high temper-
ature.5−7,23 Indeed, molecular dynamic simulations of MX2

tetrahedral liquids have shown a strong correlation between
melt fragility and the fraction of edge-sharing tetrahedra.17

High-temperature Raman spectroscopy and ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD) were therefore used to characterize the ratio
of edge- to corner-sharing tetrahedra above the melting point as
well as in the supercooled liquid. It was found that the
temperature dependence of this ratio follows two distinct
regimes, indicative of a fragile-to-strong transition. This
behavior is consistent with calorimetric measurements revealing
an unexpectedly strong behavior for ZnCl2 near Tg, in contrast
to the high fragility measured above the melting point. A similar
behavior is observed in the isostructural GeSe2 tetrahedral
system.
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2. METHODS
2.1. High-Temperature Raman Spectroscopy. Raman

spectroscopy was performed on high-purity (99.999%)
anhydrous ZnCl2 samples (melting point Tm = 315 °C) stored
at all times in a glove box under a high-purity argon atmosphere
(<0.1 ppm H2O and O2). The Raman spectra were collected in
the backscattering configuration through a microscope
objective using an argon ion laser source (514 nm). As
shown in Figure 1, the ZnCl2 melt can be accessed in two

different temperature regions; hence, the series of spectra were
collected in two different temperature ranges: one above the
melting point from 325 to 500 °C and the other in the
supercooled liquid region from the glass-transition temperature,
Tg = 112 °C, to the recrystallization temperature, Tx = 180 °C.
For the high-temperature range, spectra were collected every 25

°C using a Jobin-Yvon Horiba Lab Ram HR800 spectrometer
in an inverted microscope configuration and a custom-made
heating stage consisting of a heating block fitted with four
symmetrically positioned heating cartridges containing the
ZnCl2 sample within a flame-sealed silica vial. The cell
temperature was equilibrated for 45 min before each spectrum
collection. More details of this system are reported in ref 6. All
Raman spectra were subjected to a linear baseline correction
and thermally reduced to account for the temperature
dependence of the scattering intensity.
For the supercooled liquid range, it is not possible to

equilibrate the temperature before recording each spectrum
because of the strong driving force for crystallization; hence, a
temperature scanning stage was used to collect the spectra
continuously at a rate of 5 °C/min. At this rate, the supercooled
liquid is stable from Tg to Tx, as shown in Figure 1. Spectra
were collected every 5 °C with a collection time of 60 s using a
10× (NA = 0.28) microscope objective and a Renishaw InVia
spectrometer with a 1200 lines/mm grating. The heating stage
used for this measurement was a High-Temperature Reaction
Chamber HVC-MRA-5 from Harrick Scientific. The stage was
dried in an oven prior to each measurement, and the ZnCl2
sample (a few milligram) was loaded in the sample cup inside
the glove box and hermetically sealed in the chamber. The
temperature of the sample cup was calibrated before the
experiment using an individual thermocouple.

2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry. The stability
range and the activation energy for enthalpy relaxation of
amorphous ZnCl2 were characterized using a differential
scanning calorimeter DSC1 with an FRS5 sensor from Mettler
Toledo. The sample and DSC pan preparations were
performed in a glove box under an argon atmosphere.
Approximately 5 mg of amorphous ZnCl2 was loaded in a
hermetic Tzero aluminum pan, from TA Instrument, and sealed
hermetically. An identical empty pan was used as the reference.

Figure 1. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermogram of
amorphous ZnCl2 quenched in water and scanned at a rate of 5 °C/
min. The supercooled liquid region extends from Tg to Tx.

Figure 2. Normalized Raman spectra of liquid ZnCl2 as a function of temperature. The spectra cover the supercooled liquid range as well as the
stable liquid above Tm.
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The pans were then introduced in the calorimeter and scanned
at fixed heating rates ranging from 3 to 30 K/min. For Tg
determination as a function of the heating/cooling rate, the
sample was first heated above Tg (but below Tx) and then
cooled and reheated at the same rate. The Tg was defined as the
onset of the heat capacity jump. Each measurement was
repeated 2−3 times.
An identical procedure was used to characterize the

activation energy for enthalpy relaxation of amorphous GeSe2.
The GeSe2 sample was synthesized from high-purity (99.999%)
elements, sealed in a 6 mm diameter silica tube under high
vacuum (10−6 Torr). The melt was homogenized in a rocking
furnace for 24 h at 900 °C prior to quenching in water into a
glass rod. The glass homogeneity was confirmed by Raman and
energy-dispersive spectroscopy.
2.3. Ab Initio Molecular Dynamic Simulations. AIMD

simulations of ZnCl2 melts were performed at 600, 800, and
900 K. Simulations were carried out with the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package24,25 using the projector augmented
wave26,27 method with the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof28 ex-
change-correlation functional. Run times of 17.88 ps yielded
convergence of the populations of various structural features
such as corner- or edge-sharing tetrahedral units within ±1.1%.
The structural analysis of ZnCl2 liquids was performed using
the R.I.N.G.S code.29 Further details of modeling parameters
are reported in ref 6.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. High-Temperature Raman Spectroscopy. Figure 2

shows the temperature-dependent Raman spectra of liquid
ZnCl2 from 100 to 500 °C. The gap in the data set corresponds
to the region of crystallinity. All spectra were normalized for
peak-fitting analysis using the intensity of the main peak near
225 cm−1.
The main spectral feature is a notable increase in intensity of

the side shoulder in the 300−350 cm−1 range with increasing
temperature. This is particularly pronounced in the high-
temperature region. Broadening of the main peak near 225
cm−1 is also apparent. However, a quantitative analysis of these
spectral features requires a systematic peak-fitting analysis.
Raman peak assignments for ZnCl2 have been previously
established using first-principles calculations.6 It was shown that
three distinct types of Zn local environments are present
denoted Zn(0), Zn(1), and Zn(2) for a tetrahedron that shares all

corners but no edge, shares one edge, and shares two edges
with other tetrahedra, respectively.23 It was found that these
units generate four Raman modes centered at 225 cm−1 (peak
1), 274 cm−1 (peak 2), 237 cm−1 (peak 3), and 307 cm−1 (peak
4). Whereas the mode at 274 cm−1 corresponds to pure Zn(2),
the remaining modes correspond to a combination of Zn(1) and
Zn(0) as detailed in ref 6 according to

= + × + ×%Zn %peak 1 %(0.5 peak 3 0.5 peak 4)(0)

= × + ×%Zn %(0.5 peak 3 0.5 peak 4)(1)

=%Zn %peak 2(2)

It is then possible to perform curve-fitting to monitor the
evolution of each structural unit with temperature. Examples of
curve-fitting for a low- and a high-temperature spectrum are
shown in Figure 3. A fifth peak corresponding to ZnCl3 units
with broken chlorine bridges is also necessary to optimize the
fit, but these features remain lower than ∼5% of the total
structure and are ignored in further analysis.
The results of curve-fitting analysis are summarized in Figure

4. It is clear that the population of Zn(0) decreases, whereas the

Figure 3. Peak-fitting of liquid ZnCl2 Raman spectra at 152 and 500 °C. Peak assignment is detailed in the text and in ref 6.

Figure 4. Evolution of the fractions of Zn(0), Zn(1), and Zn(2) structural
units measured by Raman spectroscopy as a function of temperature.
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populations of Zn(1) and Zn(2) increase with temperature.
Hence, the fraction of edge-sharing tetrahedra increases with
temperature, as previously suggested.5,7 This overall trend is
consistent with recent neutron diffraction (ND) measure-
ments23 and our AIMD simulation results. Table 1 compares
the relative fractions of structural units obtained by AIMD, ND,
and Raman measurements. The three techniques are in
qualitative agreement and show a systematic increase in the
fraction of edge-sharing tetrahedra with temperature above the
melting point. Unfortunately, CPU limitations do not allow
AIMD simulations in the low-temperature region, and similarly,
ND experiments at low temperature are precluded because of
rapid crystallization.
Nevertheless, a comparison between the high- and low-

temperature behavior is possible by Raman spectroscopy, and
interestingly, the rate of change of the relative populations of
structural units appears to be different, as depicted in Figure 4.
Whereas the rate of formation of Zn(1) shows minimal
variability, the rate of decrease of Zn(0) and the rate of increase
of Zn(2) appear to be significantly greater at high temperature.
This would imply that the rate of conversion of corner- to edge-
sharing tetrahedra is different at high and low temperatures.
This is indeed confirmed by plotting the ratio of corner- to
edge-sharing tetrahedra defined by eq 1 as a function of
temperature.

=
+

+

CS
ES

Zn

Zn

(0) Zn
2

(2) Zn
2

(1)

(1)

(1)

The logarithm of this ratio is plotted as a function of Tg-scaled
inverse temperature in Figure 5. The plot clearly reveals two

distinct regimes at high and low temperatures. A van’t Hoff
analysis of these data yields enthalpy of reaction ΔH = 8.02 kJ/
mol at high temperature, whereas it is more than 4 times lower,
ΔH = 1.84 kJ/mol, at low temperature. These values are
comparable to the enthalpy of formation of edge-sharing
tetrahedra previously measured in Ge−Se melts.30

The spectroscopic data of Figure 5 clearly indicate that the
temperature dependence of the melt structure follows two
different trends at high and low temperatures. It remains to
determine how this structural evolution affects the transport
properties of the liquid and its temperature dependence, that is,
the fragility.

3.2. Correlation between the Fraction of Structural
Motifs and Fragility. A correlation between fragility and the
population of edge-sharing motifs in tetrahedral liquids has
been previously suggested by molecular dynamic.17 In
particular, it was shown that for systems of intermediate
fragility, such as ZnCl2 and GeSe2, increasing the number of
edge-sharing motifs by tuning the anion polarizability leads to a
concomitant increase in fragility.
This correlation can be qualitatively illustrated by invoking

the contribution of corner- and edge-sharing motifs to the
structural dimensionality. Figure 6 depicts the two extreme
cases of tetrahedral liquids composed purely of corner-sharing
and edge-sharing tetrahedra. The corner-sharing liquid (Figure
6a) exhibits a three-dimensional structure reminiscent of the
archetypically strong liquid SiO2, whereas the edge-sharing
liquid (Figure 6b) exhibits a one-dimensional structure
reminiscent of the fragile selenium melt. A correlation between
structural dimensionality and fragility has also been previously
observed in the covalent network system As−Se.31
This qualitative correlation can be quantified more system-

atically using the constraint counting formalism and its relation
to configurational entropy.32−34 Topological principles of
network systems surmise that three-dimensional atomic
motions are restricted by restoring forces imposed by bond-
stretching and angular constraints.35,36 The network’s ability to
deform at no energy cost is then related to the number f =
degrees of freedom − constraints on each atom. In that
formalism, highly coordinated networks are overconstrained
and rigid ( f < 0), whereas low coordination networks are
underconstrained and floppy ( f > 0).35

In turn, it was shown that the f number relates to the
configurational entropy, Sc, of the system according to

= ΩS fNk lnc (2)

where Ω is the number of accessible microstates per atomic
degree of freedom (independent of f), k is the Boltzmann
constant, and N is the number of atoms.32,33 Hence, any
structural motif that lowers the number of constraints would
increase f and Sc and in turn lower the viscosity, η, according to
the Adam−Gibbs equation,37 where ηo is the viscosity and B is
a fitting parameter

Table 1. Comparison of the Relative Fractions of Zn(0), Zn(1), and Zn(2) Derived by Raman, AIMD, and ND Measurements
(from Zeidler et al.23) as a Function of Temperature

AIMD ND Raman

temperature (K) Zn(0) (%) Zn(1) (%) Zn(2) (%) Zn(0) (%) Zn(1) (%) Zn(2) (%) Zn(0) (%) Zn(1) (%) Zn(2) (%)

600 60 34 6 60 30 10 59 32 9
700 49 31 20 52 35 13
800 53 41 6 42 30 28
900 43 49 8 42 34 24

Figure 5. Evolution of the ratio of corner- to edge-sharing tetrahedra
as a function of temperature. The temperature is normalized by Tg for
easy comparison with a fragility plot.
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η η= + B
TS

log log o
c (3)

It can in fact be shown that the conversion from corner- to
edge-sharing tetrahedra serves precisely that function. Indeed,
whereas the number of bond-stretching constraints is the same
between the two motifs, the number of angular constraints is
actually lower in the edge-sharing unit. As depicted in Figure 7,
only two constraints are sufficient to define the angles of the
four-member ring in the edge-sharing unit and only four outer
chlorine atoms remain, each contributing a half constraint, in
comparison to six outer atoms for the corner-sharing unit. This
leads to a total of 14 angular constraints for the corner-sharing
pair, as opposed to 12 for the edge-sharing pair. Hence, an
increase in the edge-sharing tetrahedra population will
effectively lower f, Sc, and viscosity η.
But most interestingly, it is the rate of conversion between

the two motifs that governs the fragility, as can be derived from
eq 3. For example, a rapid change in Sc with temperature would
lead to a pronounced non-Arrhenius viscosity−temperature
dependence characteristic of fragile systems. Hence, the notable
difference in the conversion rate revealed in Figure 5 (and the
concomitant variation in Sc) would be indicative of a fragile-to-
strong transition in ZnCl2 melts. The slow change in Sc near Tg

would indicate a strong behavior at low temperature, whereas

the faster change in Sc above Tm would indicate a fragile
behavior at high temperature. It remains to be determined
whether the structural behavior depicted in Figure 5 correlates
with transport properties measured experimentally in the same
temperature ranges.

3.3. Viscosity−Temperature Dependence of ZnCl2
Melts. Several sets of experimental viscosity data for ZnCl2
are available and are in excellent agreement with each other, as
depicted in Figure 811−14 However, because of the excessively
hygroscopic nature of ZnCl2, no direct viscosity measurements
have ever been performed near the glass-transition temperature,
Tg, and the fragility assignment therefore only relies on viscosity
values measured at high temperature above the melting point. A
fit of these viscosity data using the MYEGA equation34 yields a
fragility index m = 59, as shown is Figure 8.
Although no viscosity values are available at low temperature,

it is still possible to estimate the fragility index near Tg
calorimetrically using the following equation39−42

=m
E

RT ln 10
a

g (4)

where Ea is the activation energy and Tg is the standard glass-
transition temperature measured at 20 K/min. As shown by
Moynihan et al.,43,44 the activation energy, Ea, can be estimated
calorimetrically using the scan rate method depicted in Figure

Figure 6. Structure of tetrahedral liquids composed of (a) corner-sharing motifs only and (b) edge-sharing motifs only.

Figure 7. Angular constraint counting for a pair of corner- and edge-sharing tetrahedra. Each outer bridging Cl is assigned a half angular constraint.
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9. In this method, the system is cooled and reheated at the
same rate (Qc = Qh) across the glass transition and the process
is repeated for a series of increasing rates, as shown in Figure
9a. The slope of ln(Q) versus 1/Tg is equal to Ea/R, and a linear
fit yields Ea = 2.21 × 102 kJ/mol, as shown in Figure 9b. The
resulting value of the fragility index near Tg is then m = 30. This
value is about 2 times smaller than the high-temperature value,
thereby confirming the existence of a fragile-to-strong transition
in ZnCl2 melts, in qualitative accord with the spectroscopic
results of Figure 5. The corresponding viscosity−temperature
dependence is plotted in Figure 8 using the MYEGA equation
with m = 30. The fragile-to-strong transition is modeled using
the generalized MYEGA equation38 (dotted line). The fragile-
to-strong transition factor for ZnCl2 is F = m′/m ≈ 2 (where m′
is the high-temperature fragility). This value of F is lower than
that found for metallic glasses (F ≈ 3−8)38 but comparable to

that recently found in covalent phase-change material
systems.45

Overall, these results provide a structural origin for the
fragile-to-strong transition in tetrahedral liquid ZnCl2. Indeed,
the fragile-to-strong transition correlates with the kinetic of
formation of edge-sharing tetrahedra in the melt. Moreover,
this correlation is expected from constraint counting principles
and is consistent with molecular dynamics calculations.17 This
raises the question of whether this type of transition is common
to other tetrahedral liquids that may form edge-sharing
tetrahedra.

3.4. Fragile-to-Strong Transition in GeSe2 Melts. GeSe2
is also a tetrahedral system that, unlike silica, possesses a large
fraction of edge-sharing tetrahedra.46 It is therefore isostructural
to ZnCl2 (except for the presence of some homopolar bonds),
and the two systems have often been contrasted in previous
studies.5,16,17 In addition, it was reported that the fraction of
edge-sharing tetrahedra increases with temperature in super-
cooled Ge−Se melts in a way similar to that in ZnCl2 and with
a comparable enthalpy of formation, ΔH = 5 kJ/mol.30 The
similarity in behavior may therefore extend to the presence of
an analogous fragile-to-strong transition in GeSe2. Indeed, such
a transition was postulated by Grande et al.,47 and a fragile-to-
strong transition was recently shown in the close-by system
Ge30Se70.

48 In fact, high-temperature viscosity data49,50 for
GeSe2 plotted in Figure 10 show an abnormal trend that would
be consistent with the onset of a fragile-to-strong transition.
However, no viscosity data are available at low temperature that
could confirm that trend, due to the tendency for rapid
crystallization of GeSe2.
Nevertheless, in the same way as for ZnCl2, the fragility index

near Tg can be measured calorimetrically. The results shown in
Figure 11 yield fragility index m = 42 at low temperature
compared with index m = 105 obtained by fitting the high-
temperature data of Ruska et al.49 with the MYEGA equation.
This result therefore strongly supports the existence of a fragile-
to-strong transition in GeSe2, which is reminiscent of the case
of liquid Ge15Te85.

41 The fragile-to-strong transition is modeled
using the generalized MYEGA equation38 (dotted line).
Further viscosity data49,50 indicate that similar fragile-to-strong

Figure 8. Fragility plot for ZnCl2. The blue line is a fit to the data of
Easteal,11 Gruber,12 Šusǐc,13 and Mackenzie14 using the MYEGA
equation,34 yielding fragility index m = 59. The red line is the viscosity
predicted by the MYEGA equation using fragility index m = 30
determined by calorimetry neat Tg. The dotted line is a fit using the
generalized MYEGA equation.38

Figure 9. Calorimetric determination of the fragility of ZnCl2 near Tg using Moynihan’s scan rate method.43,44 (a) DSC scan of the glass transition
measured at various heating rates after cooling at the same rate. The curves are vertically shifted for clarity. (b) Plot of the natural logarithm of the
heating rate against inverse Tg used to determine activation energy for enthalpy relaxation Ea and fragility index m.
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transitions are present in GeSe3 and GeSe4, as will be discussed
in a future study.
Although further Raman data on GeSe2 melts are required to

unambiguously correlate the fragile-to-strong transition to the
rate of formation of edge-sharing tetrahedra, the sum of
information available on the Ge−Se system strongly suggests
that it is likely the case.
Overall, this emphasizes the rich and peculiar behavior of

tetrahedral liquids. Indeed, it has been shown that fragile-to-
strong transitions exist in multiple other tetrahedral systems
ranging from water51 and SiO2

52 to BeF2.
5353 However, little is

known of their structural origin.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Viscosity and calorimetric data indicate that the tetrahedral
ZnCl2 melt undergoes a transition from a strong liquid, m = 30,
near Tg to a fragile liquid, m = 59, above Tm. Raman
spectroscopy data show that this transition is concomitant with
a change in the rate of conversion between corner- and edge-
sharing tetrahedra in the melt structure with increasing
temperature. This is consistent with the prediction from the

constraint counting formalism. The latter shows that the
formation of edge-sharing tetrahedra increases the configura-
tional entropy and in turn decreases the viscosity. This is also
consistent with structural dimensionality considerations, where
the increase in the fraction of edge-shared tetrahedral units
reduces the dimensionality. Finally, this is consistent with
molecular dynamic simulations that show a correlation between
fragility and edge-shared tetrahedra. A similar fragile-to-strong
transition is found in the isostructural GeSe2, which is also
known to exhibit a large fraction of edge-sharing motifs and an
increased number of these motifs with temperature. The
similarity between the two systems suggests that this type of
structural change and their related fragile-to-strong transition
may be a common feature of tetrahedral melt.
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